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Abstract—The relativistic cavity magnetron is one of the most
mature of all high-power (>100 MW) sources. The operational
mechanism is robust; it is relatively compact, has been operated
at frequencies 1-8 GHz. From 1976-present, research teams have
explored the full range of operational parameters: single-source
output in excess of 4 GW; multiple phase-locked sources output
of 3 GW total output; repetitive, near-GW peak powers at pulse
repetition rates up to 1 kHz, and long-pulse operation with
energy per pulse of about 1 kJ. This magnetron is the most
tunable high-power source, with a 30% tunable range by
mechanical means, and can be tuned while firing repetitively.
Experiments have clarified the major issues of upper limits of
achievable repetition rates and energies per pulse. Theoretically,
the basic design process derives from the 1940s, and modern
computer simulation techniques have sped understanding and
the process of design changes. Major practical issues of fielding a
magnetron-based system have been addressed in the Orion
facility, a transportable outdoor microwave effects test system
built in the US and operating in the UK since 1996. The MILO
(for magnetically-insulated line oscillator), a linear-magnetron
variant, has dual attractions of not using an externally applied
magnetic field and producing high power at low impedance, so
that it couples well to lower-voltage, compact power supplies.
Both tunable relativistic cavity magnetrons and MILOs are
commercially available.

Generation of higher radiated energies by extending pulse
durations and operating at higher average power are principal
development thrusts. An alternative to the maximization of
power in single devices is the phase locking of multiple
magnetrons together to build high-power oscillator arrays. The
first high power microwave (>100 MW) phase locking was
achieved with relativistic magnetrons, in 1988 [3]. An array of
seven magnetrons produced 3 GW output [4]. Relativistic
cavity magnetrons are commercially available.
In the 20th Century, research and development groups and
(leaders) were concentrated in the US at MIT (G. Bekefi, now
deceased) the Physics International group (J. Benford), now L3 Communications Pulsed Sciences, and in Russia at the
Institute of Applied Physics, Gork’ii (M. Petelin) and Institute
of Nuclear Physics, Tomsk (A. Didenko). Now the work is
largely in the US at University of Michigan (R. Gilgenbach),
University of New Mexico (E. Schamiloglu), and the Air Force
Research Lab (M. Haworth).
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I.

HISTORY

Relativistic magnetrons were developed as a direct
extrapolation of the cavity magnetron, driven at higher currents
by pulsed-power and cold-cathode technology (Fig. 1). The
‘relativistic’ magnetron is more accurately a high-current
extension of the conventional magnetron, wherein "relativistic"
voltages are necessary to produce the currents. Orzechowski
and Bekefi developed the first such devices in 1976 [1], and the
most powerful was the six-vane A6, explored extensively by
Palevsky and Bekefi [2]. Whereas conventional devices had
reached powers of about 10 MW, the first relativistic device
produced 900 MW, generating great interest in the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. Substantial improvements in the capabilities of
magnetrons in the 1980s pushed peak powers up to several
gigawatts. Frequencies extended from the original S-band
device upward to the X band (1980) and downward to the L
band (1991). The original devices were operated single-shot to
determine performance and were not cooled, but cooled
devices have been operated repetitively at hundreds of
megawatts peak power and average powers well above a
kilowatt. Microwave pulse duration is typically 30 ns, but
operation at 600 ns has been achieved. Shortening of the
microwave pulse is due to movement of electrode plasmas.

Fig. 1. Origins of the Relativistic Magnetron [7]

The MILO (for magnetically-insulated line oscillator), a
linear-magnetron variant that was invented to take advantage of
the very-high-current capacity of modern pulsed power
systems; Clark introduced the MILO in 1988 [5]. It has the

dual attractions of not using an externally applied magnetic
field and producing high power at low impedance, so that it
couples well to lower-voltage, compact power supplies.
Tapered and double-MILO designs at AEA Technology in the
UK produced relatively high efficiencies [6]. For reviews of
relativistic magnetrons and MILOs, see [7-9].
II.

RELATIVISTIC MAGNETRON PERFORMANCE

Relativistic magnetrons have produced high-power output at
moderate efficiency from L-band to X-band (Fig. 2): power
levels of several gigawatts and efficiencies of 20-40% are
achieved at the lower frequencies, and several hundred
megawatts at several percent have been reached at the upper
frequency. Differences between conventional and relativistic
magnetrons are shown in Table 1. The technology is relatively
mature, and the design of magnetron resonators is well
understood: frequencies and modes of the cold resonator can be

determined from well-known dispersion relations and finetuned for operation using computer simulation, and the
experimental values of voltage and applied magnetic field are
reasonably predicted by the Hull and Buneman-Hartree
resonance conditions. But performance is only partially
understood, and the foundations of crossed-field devices are
even yet being reconsidered [10]. For example, power
efficiency of relativistic magnetrons is intrinsically lower than
that for nonrelativistic magnetrons; even so, the experimental
efficiency of relativistic magnetrons is only about half their
theoretical maximum. Consequently, anode erosion limits the
resonator lifetime, a problem that worsens as the frequency
increases. Plasma evolved from the electrodes has been
identified as a primary factor limiting pulse lengths, so that by
addressing this issue, progress has been made in increasing the
energy per pulse at peak powers to ~1 kJ, in contrast to ~J in
conventional magnetrons.

Table 1: Typical operating parameters for conventional and relativistic magnetrons.
Parameter

Conventional Magnetrons

Relativistic Magnetrons

Voltage

< 100 kV

> 500 kV

Current

~ 100 A

> 5-10 kA

Cathode process

III.

Thermionic and secondary
emission

Explosive emission

Pulse duration

~ 1 ms

~ 100 ns

Risetime

< 200 kV/ms

~ 100 kV/ns

Power

< 10 MW

~ 1 GW

Efficiency

~ 50%

~20-40%

Tunable range

~5%

~30%

BROADLY TUNABLE RELATIVISTIC MAGNETRONS

Levine et al. developed a family of high-power, mechanically
tunable, 10-resonator rising-sun magnetrons operating in the L
and S bands [11]. The remarkable anode structure was made
from a single piece of stainless steel by electron discharge

machining (Fig. 3). Without the joints and cracks of a device
assembled from separate pieces, after cleaning and vacuum
baking, and using ceramic insulators and cryopumps in the
vacuum system, the magnetron was pumped down to 10-8 Torr.
Vanes are arranged in 5 closely spaced pairs, a rising-sun
geometry. Tuning is effected by moving a sliding short in the
cavity between the vane pairs, varying the depth of that cavity.
That depth variation changes the frequency of the device,
requiring a corresponding change of the magnetic field to
maintain resonance. Moving tuning shorts are driven by piston
rods from electric motors on the outside of the anode block.
The tuning range for the L-band magnetron is approximately
24% about a center frequency of 1.21 GHz, while that for the
S-band magnetron is 33% about a center frequency of 2.82
GHz.
Tunable magnetrons were used in the Orion facility, a
transportable outdoor microwave effects test system built by
Physics International group in the US and operating in the UK
since 1996 [9, 12].

Fig. 2. L, S & X-band relativistic magnetrons compared to a U.S. penny.

produced 3.6 GW in single pulses with a Marx bank/water-line
driver, but power was reduced on CLIA due to the mismatch of
the 25-Ω magnetron to the 75-Ω output impedance of the
driver [13]. In bursts of shots, peak power fell from 1 GW at
100 Hz to 600 MW at 1 kHz due to depletion of the energy
store driving the burst. Note that average power climbed with
repetition rate. Pulse-to-pulse reproducibility on this system
was good, as was the fact that there was no pulse shortening in
this lower frequency, larger magnetron.
The L-band magnetron also illustrates another empirical
observation: anode erosion appears to worsen with increasing
frequency, due to the reduced anode dimensions bombarded by
roughly constant electrical current. There was no noticeable
erosion on the larger, lower-frequency L-band magnetron after
several thousand shots on CLIA; erosion was noticeable on the
4.6-GHz resonator after 5000 shots, although performance was
unimpaired at that point; and erosion was severe in X-band
magnetrons of [15].
Fig. 3. Tunable over 30% range, rising-sun relativistic magnetron uses
plungers moving back walls of 3 vanes for mechanical tenability. Extraction is
through two waveguide ports, one is visible.

IV.

REPETITIVE OPERATION

Primary issues for repetitive operation are diode recovery
and electrode erosion. The process of explosive emission, i.e.,
electron extraction from a plasma formed by explosion of
micropoints on the surface, and the deposition of electron
energy in material surfaces release plasma and neutral particles
that must clear the system between pulses. Systems must be
clean and operating at high vacuum to limit the surface
contaminants that facilitate plasma formation, explaining the
use of single-piece anodes, high-speed cryopumps and ceramic
insulators in the previous section. Electrode erosion follows
from the relatively low efficiency of microwave generation.
Compact linear induction accelerators developed at the
Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Tomsk Polytechnic Institute
in Russia [13] and refined at Physics International (now L-3
Communications Pulse Sciences) in the U.S. [14] provide the
necessary power at repetition rates that have been pushed to
1000 Hz in 5-pulse bursts (limited by the stored energy
available). The system is compact because high voltage is
generated by inductively adding relatively lower voltages along
a coaxial line; peak voltage, with its volume and mass
demands, appears only on the load. Using magnetic, rather
than spark-gap, switches operating at lower voltages allow
longer lifetime. The Tomsk system repetition rate is 50 Hz,
generating peak microwave power of 360 MW at 3 GHz in the
magnetron from a 4-kA, 300-kV, 60-nsec electrical pulse. The
ability to operate at higher rates was proven by a 3-pulse burst
at 160 Hz, achieved by firing during the flat period of the
pulsed magnetic field coil. Average power was reported to be
about 1 kW.
After the first Tomsk publication, the Physics International
group built CLIA (Compact Linear Induction Accelerator) to
drive a 6-vane, 1.1-GHz magnetron. The L-band magnetron

Anode erosion is an intrinsically challenging issue in
magnetrons, since electron deposition must occur within the
cavity. At high average power levels, water-cooling is required
in the anode and at the collection surface for axial electron loss
from the tip of the cathode. To see this, consider the example
of anode erosion, since most erosion is observed on the anode.
A rough estimate of the magnitude of the erosion problem is
that the peak dose for 700-keV electron deposition in most
refractory metals is 6 (Cal/g)/cm2. Using S-band magnetron
parameters as an example, a single 60-ns electrical pulse for
which a 5 kA electron current strikes 50 cm2 of anode
penetrating ~0.03 cm produces a 600 K temperature rise, a
surface heat increase of 6 Cal/g. Neglecting conduction and
radiation, estimates are that the heat of fusion will be exceeded
in about ten shots; ablation will occur thereafter. However,
cooling does resolve the issue [14,16].
V.

PHASE-LOCKED MAGNETRON ARRAYS

Although the compactness of magnetrons is desirable from
a packaging standpoint, it becomes a liability as the power, and
power density, grows, with gap closure and anode erosion
increasingly problematic at higher frequencies. An obvious
solution is to employ multiple sources, either in a masteroscillator/power-amplifier array with amplifiers such as
crossed-field amplifiers (CFAs) or in a phase-locked array of
oscillators such as magnetrons. The problems with the former
are the lack of a high-power CFA (no high power CFAs have
been developed [9]), and the relatively low gain demonstrated
by conventional CFAs typically of the order of 20 dB, which
necessitates the use of a high-power master oscillator. For this
reason, the focus to date has been phase-locking of
magnetrons, discussed earlier, both in the weak-coupling [ρ =
(Pi/Po)1/2 << 1, with Pi and Po the input and output powers for
the magnetron being locked] and strong-coupling (ρ~1)
regimes.
The Physics International team explored the strongcoupling regime, connecting magnetrons directly through short
but optimal length waveguides [3]. Operation in this regime
minimizes locking time and facilitates phase locking of

oscillators with larger natural frequency differences. This
allows tolerance for oscillator differences in an array [4].
Calculations predict locking in nanoseconds. In experiments
with ρ = 0.6, phase locking at 1.5 GW occurred in about 10 ns.
Because the phase difference is reproducible from shot-to-shot,
this is an example of phase locking, not merely frequencylocking. This is a very practical distinction: phase adjustments
in the feed of an array in order to correct for shot-to-shot
variations in phase differences are impossible.
The
experiments used a second diagnostic to demonstrate locking.
Pulses from the two connected magnetrons were radiated from
two antennas onto power-density diagnostics in an anechoic
room, and a four-fold increase in power density (relative to that
of a single magnetron) was observed.
Woo [17] derived a requirement on the length of the
waveguide connecting the oscillators:
∆ω ≤ 2 ωρ |cos ω tc|/Q
where tc is the transit time of the wave in the connecting guide.
This relation is an extension of the Adler condition. For ωtc =
nπ/2 with n odd, phase-locking cannot occur. Thus, some
connecting lengths prevent phase locking. Phase difference
can occur in two modes, with a difference of either 0 or π
between two oscillators. In the experiment of Smith [18], the π
case was directly observed and the equation was verified [3, 4].
The Physics International group also studied different
geometries for phase-locked arrays [4, 5]. They found that the
best geometry uses maximum connectivity, i.e., as many
connections between oscillators as geometry allows.
Calculated locking time for these arrays was about that of the
two-magnetron experiment. Phase locking was achieved in a
seven-magnetron array producing a total output of 3 GW (Fig.
4).
Chen [19-20] at MIT and Treado and co-workers at Varian
(now CPI) have explored phase, or injection, locking in the
weak-coupling regime. The MIT group drove a 30-MW, 300ns relativistic magnetron with a 1-MW conventional device.
The locking time was rather long because ρ and locking time
are inversely related; however, it does potentially allow one
conventional magnetron to drive several relativistic
magnetrons, producing a fixed phase relation between groups
of high-power devices. Chen also studied the effects of nonlinear frequency shift in magnetrons by adding a Duffing term
(with a cubic restoring force) to the van der Pol treatment of
phase locking [20]. Treado and coworkers locked a 60-MW
magnetron based on conventional technology to a 3-MW
magnetron [21].

Fig. 4.
Seven phase-locked relativistic magnetrons coupled by
waveguides. In this geometry, they lock in ~10 ns to peak power of 3 GW [4].

Recent results by the University of Michigan group have
shown that, dependent on the coupling, the frequency of
oscillation when locking occurs does not necessarily lie
between the free-running frequencies of the two isolated, standalone magnetrons [22]. Likewise, when the locking condition
is not met, the beat frequency is not necessarily equal to the
difference between these free running frequencies. This deeper
understanding of the highly non-linear process of phase-locking
paves the way for higher-power arrays of magnetrons should
they be required by applications.
VI.

CATHODES

The relativistic magnetron obtains its working electrons
from metal cathodes by explosive emission and creation of
cathode plasma. A short time later deposition into the
resonator anode creates plasma there. Higher power drives
plasma expansion speed (~cm/µsec). Figure 5 gives the
resulting scaling of power with pulselength [23].
The
energy/pulse scales as E~1/τ2/3[24], so that higher energy
comes in shorter pulses. So to get higher energies efficiently,
pulse shortening must be addressed [25].

Fig. 5. Pulse shortening limits pulse outputs to a few hundred joules. ChildLangmuir scaling implies power falls with pulselength, P=IV~1/t5/3.

Introduction of carbon velvet and cesium iodide coated
carbon fiber cathode is a major advance because experiments
have demonstrated that it minimizes cathode plasma formation
and reduces closure velocity from 1-2 cm/µs with bare carbon
fiber to levels indistinguishable from zero.
Similar
improvement came from low-hydrogen carbon velvet on a
graphite substrate. Used in a relativistic magnetron and a
MILO, pulse shortening was eliminated [26]. (CsI will light
up more evenly due to its photoemissive properties: the
copious UV light generated by electronic transitions in the
cesium and iodine atoms/ions helps to encourage uniform
emission.)

reduce the current at which microwave emission starts [31,
32].
Transparent cathodes eliminate the usual boundary
condition that the azimuthal component of the microwave
electric field vanish at the cathode so the magnitude of the
azimuthal electric field component can be larger, which leads
to stronger spoke formation, higher power, and higher
efficiency. Comparison of simulation results for two versions
of the A6 magnetron [29], one with a solid cathode and the
other with a slotted cathode consisting of 18 axial rods, shows
that, while the solid-cathode version produces higher power in
the 2 π mode at an operating voltage of 350 kV (0.97 GW vs.
0.55 GW), power generation efficiency of the transparent
cathode is significantly higher (25% vs. 15%) because of the
higher current of the solid-cathode version, which has 4 times
the cathode surface area of the new version. Operating at
higher voltages (and an appropriately increased magnetic
field), simulations of the transparent-cathode magnetron
indicate that it can be operated in the π mode at 1.5 MV and
produce over 0.9 GW. Experimental proof may soon be
forthcoming.

VII. EFFICIENCY
Whereas conventional magnetrons were developed to
efficiencies of 80-90%, relativistic magnetrons efficiency is
10-40%. Recently Fuks and Schamiloglu have developed a
substantially different approach to increasing power by
improving efficiency and mode control. In this Conference
Fuks, Prasad and Schamiloglu [27] report simulations with
70% efficiency, showing that efficiency limitations can be
overcome with two innovations 1) an axial diffraction output,
Figure 6, first pioneered in the Soviet Union [28], and 2) the
transparent cathode, invented at University of Mexico in
which the cathode is slotted to make a set of parallel, axial
rods or wires, arrayed with equal azimuthal spacing at the
radius of a normal cathode [29] (N/2 azimuthal electric and
magnetic perturbations applied to an N-cavity magnetron).
This cathode priming facilitates more rapid generation of the
desired number of electron spokes for the π-mode.
Experimental confirmation of higher efficiency would
significantly advance the device.
The magnetic component of cathode priming is a variant
of magnetic priming [30], invented at University of Michigan,
which describes permanent-magnet generation (by highpermeability nickel–iron wires embedded beneath the emission
region of the cathode) of transverse components of magnetic
field, but is also used for pulsed transverse components from
slotting the cathode.
Experimentally, magnetic priming
increases peak power, increases microwave pulsewidth and

Fig. 6. Axial extraction from the relativistic magnetron resonator through
a tapered connector to a cylindrical waveguide.

Another advance for increasing efficiency and accelerating
design is the development of the ICEPIC code by the Air Force
Research Lab [33,34].
This was the first 3D, fully
electromagnetic code written specifically to operate on
massively parallel computing platforms. L-band relativistic
magnetron simulations are typically run with 64 processors,
giving 1-mm resolution. This high resolution is needed to
adequately resolve the Brillouin hub. With a nonlinear
optimizer mated to ICEPIC to allow fast optimization of
parameters such as cathode radius and coupling aperture size,

this advance may revolutionize how relativistic magnetrons,
and indeed all microwave sources, can be designed.
VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
With solutions to the problem of low efficiency
perhaps on the horizon, along with improved mode control and
better understanding of phase-locking, further increases in
power are available by either higher-voltage operation of single
magnetrons or the phase-locked operation of multiple
magnetrons. I anticipate that future relativistic magnetrons will
be even more powerful, more compact, require smaller, lower
impedance power supplies and will be used in phase-locked
modules, perhaps driving array antennas.
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